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Abstract This paper intends to provide theoretical basis for matching design of hydraulic load

simulator (HLS) with aerocraft actuator in hardware-in-loop test, which is expected to help actua-

tor designers overcome the obstacles in putting forward appropriate requirements of HLS. Tradi-

tional research overemphasizes the optimization of parameters and methods for HLS controllers. It

lacks deliberation because experimental results and project experiences indicate different ultimate

performance of a specific HLS. When the actuator paired with this HLS is replaced, the dynamic

response and tracing precision of this HLS also change, and sometimes the whole system goes so

far as to lose control. Based on the influence analysis of the preceding phenomena, a theory about

matching design of aerocraft actuator with HLS is presented, together with two paired new con-

cepts of ‘‘Standard Actuator’’ and ‘‘Standard HLS’’. Further research leads to seven important con-

clusions of matching design, which suggest that appropriate stiffness and output torque of HLS

should be carefully designed and chosen for an actuator. Simulation results strongly support that

the proposed principle of matching design can be anticipated to be one of the design criteria for

HLS, and successfully used to explain experimental phenomena and project experiences.
ª 2013 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA.

Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
1. Introduction

Hydraulic load simulators (HLS) have found wide applications
in testing and hardware-in-loop simulation in the research of
flap servo actuators of aerocraft flight control systems. As a
typical torque servo system with strong motion disturbance,
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HLS is mainly used to load an aerodynamic torque on an aero-
craft position servo actuator.1,2

Assembly of HLS unit is composed by torque sensor,

hydraulic vane motor and its torque servo system. Structure
of a typical hardware-in-loop load simulator for aerocraft test
is shown in Fig. 1 with three parts: (1) hydraulic cylinder driv-

ing aerocraft angle control actuator, about which mounted
stiffness factor of cylinder body is considered. (2) flap with
inertia, elasticity and viscosity load. (3) HLS, which is stiffly
connected with the actuator. The precise complex model of

HLS is shown in Appendix A.
Traditional researchers in HLS domain always focus on the

optimization of control parameters with an actuator3–10 and
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Fig. 1 Structure of a typical hardware-in-loop load simulator for aerocraft test.1
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the improvement of nonlinear suppression.11–13 Experimental re-
sults and project experiences indicate different ultimate perfor-

mances of a HLS: performance of HLS does not remain the
samewith different actuators.Whenwe replaced the actuator with
another one, the dynamic response and tracing precision of HLS
also changed. Sometimes the whole system goes so far as to lose

control.Weuseda600 NÆmHLSto test the torquemode close loop
frequency response (90� phase-lag) in three different states defined
in Appendix D. The experimental result [1] of each state is excited

by a 100 NÆm swept sine reference of torque signal. In each state,
the parameters of HLS controller have been optimized to obtain
the best performance. In static locked-rotor state, the response

data is no less than 80 Hz; in self-calibration state, it is 80 Hz;
with a 300 NÆm actuator, it decreases to 50 Hz.

This phenomenon indicates that different statuses and actu-

ators bring non-identical effects to theHLS. Thus we focused on
the influence of aerocraft actuator on HLS in Ref.,1 in which
some principles and conclusions of this influence were analyzed
and presented in the form of mathematic transfer function,

which related to the load stiffness of aerocraft actuator.
Based on the influence principle, this paper focuses on

matching design of HLS with aerocraft actuator. We try to

provide the basis and conclusions for matching design, which
are expected to overcome the difficulties to put forward the
appropriate performance requirements of HLS in hardware-

in-loop test for actuator designers.
In Section 2, this paper begins to hit the high spots of prin-

ciples and conclusions concerned with the influence of actuator
on HLS presented in Ref.1 In Section 3, a set of theoretical

principles on the basis of further research in matching prob-
lems about HLS with actuator are proposed. In Section 4,
the principles of matching design are examined and certified

by the fact that simulation results are in concordance with
experimental phenomena and experience. A series of impor-
tant conclusions listed in Section 5 provides the foundation

for matching design of HLS with actuator. The paper ends
up with drawing some conclusions in Section 6.
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2. Principle of influence of actuator on HLS
1

Conventional HLS research8,14 suggests that the angle output hf
(All of the notations are explained in Appendix C) of actuator is

an independent motion disturbance of HLS, and the superposi-
tion principle can be applied since hf is orthogonal with all the
state variables of HLS. Traditional HLS model has two kinds

of input of spool displacement servo valvexvm and hf, and its tor-
que mode could be considered as the static locked-rotor status
while hf = 0. But in fact, it is not the truth when the dynamic

stiffness15–17 of actuator position control is considered.
Actuator is a typical position control system with time-var-

iant torque disturbance load.18 The dynamic flexibility Ua and

stiffness ca of actuator in close loop mode are defined in trans-
fer function as

UaðSÞ ¼
hf

Ml

¼ 1

caðSÞ
: ð1Þ

Note that actuator with higher stiffness and lower flexibility

can bear stronger load disturbance while Ua and stiffness ca are
negative.

Ga(S) is close loop transfer function of actuator and

Ml = Gl(hf � hl)is the time-variant load disturbance of actua-
tor. Then the model of actuator is

hf ¼ GaðSÞhr þ
1

caðSÞ
Ml ð2Þ

It is indicated in Eq. (2) that hf is not orthogonal or indepen-
dent but related to some state variables of HLS, so the influence

of HLS on actuator is verified byGa(S) and ca(S). Yet angle ref-
erence signal hr of actuator is the output of flight control com-
puter, which is orthogonal with system state variables. And hr
must be used as the independent motion disturbance of HLS
according to the superposition principle in model research.

Deduced from Eq. (2) and Eqs. (A12) and (A13) in Appen-

dix A, the new model of HLS-Actuator system is
xvm � Jl
Gl
S2 þ Bl

Gl
Sþ 1

� �
GaðSÞNmðSÞShr

fðSÞ � 1
caðSÞ

NmðSÞS
ð3Þ
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Given:

1

Gl

� 1

caðSÞ
¼ 1

XðSÞ ð4Þ

where X(S) is considered as a combined stiffness of Gl and ca.
Then Eq. (3) is converted into
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Since hr is the independent motion disturbance of HLS, two
open loop transfer functions can be separated from Eq. (5) by

applying the superposition principle. First, the open loop
transfer function of HLS from spool displacement xvm of servo
valve to output Mm of torque sensor can be obtained as
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Second, the open loop transfer function of HLS against

strongermotion disturbance from the reference signal hr of actu-
ator angle to output Mm of torque sensor can be obtained as
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From the principle of this influence in the formof transfer func-
tion shown in Eqs. (6) and (7), we can reach two conclusions.

Conclusion 11 Influence of actuator on HLS torque dynamic
response

It is indicated by Eq. (6) that the open loop transfer func-
tion of HLS is directly influenced by actuator dynamic stiffness
ca through the combined stiffness X(S). The characteristic of

actuator dynamic stiffness can be considered as a variable
mechanical spring which can filter the dynamic response of
HLS system. If the actuator dynamic stiffness is the lowest

one of all the stiffness factors, then the ultimate performance
of HLS is determined by actuator. The transfer function of
HLS seems to establish no relation with close loop transfer

function Ga(S) of actuator; however the zeros of ca and the
poles of Ga(S) are the same, as the numerator of ca equals
the denominator of Ga(S). Thus the close loop poles of actua-
tor will influence HLS together with other factors.

Conclusion 2
1 Influence of actuator on HLS torque tracing

precision against motion disturbance
Bothdynamic stiffness ca and close loop transfer functionGa(S)

of actuator can affect the open loop transfer function of HLS
against stronger motion disturbance and decide the original sur-
plus force. If ca andGa(S) of the actuator change, then the control-

ler parameters against disturbance of HLS need to be adjusted.
3. Matching relationship and principles about HLS with actuator

In order to explain the matching principles about HLS with
actuator better, mathematical description is given. Considering

the complexity of Eq. (5), as well as its subsequent inconve-
nient derivation and analysis, conventional simple model of
HLS shown in Appendix B is analyzed instead of the influence

model built in Section 4.
To obtain Mm = fr(xvm,hr), solve Eq. (B5), Eq. (A12), Eq.

(2) and Ml = Gl(hf � hl) simultaneously like the derivation of

Eq. (3), meanwhile, by applying the special combined stiffness
X(S) defined in Eq. (4), there is

1
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The Eq. (8) can be transformed to
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Then, Eq. (9) is converted into
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According to the superposition principle, two open loop
transfer functions can be separated from Eq. (12). First, the

open loop transfer function of HLS from spool displacement
servo valve xvm to output of torque sensor Mm is
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Table 1 Parameters of 60 NÆm––600 (�)Æs�1 HLS.

Notation Unit Value

(Mm)max NÆm 60

(Qfm)max m3Æs�1 1.667 · 10�4

(xvm)max m 5 · 10�4

(im)max A 0.04

Bl NÆmÆsÆrad�1 0.04

Bm NÆmÆsÆrad�1 0.04

Bs NÆmÆsÆrad�1 0.04

Dm m3Ærad�1 5 · 10�6

Ey NÆm�2 1.372 · 109

Gl NÆmÆrad�1 8000

Gs NÆmÆrad�1 2000

Gm NÆmÆrad�1 4000

Jm kgÆm2 5 · 10�5

Jl kgÆm2 5 · 10�4

Js kgÆm2 5 · 10�5

Kfm VÆN�1Æm�1 0.1667

KQm m2Æs�1 0.5774

Ksm mÆA�1 0.0125

Ktm m5ÆN�1Æs�1 2.0373 · 10�12

Kvim AÆV�1 0.004

Vm m3 1.57 · 10�5

xsm radÆs�1 1570.8
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Second, the open loop transfer function against stronger
motion disturbance from the actuator angle reference signal
hr to output of torque sensor Mm is
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¼
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Two conclusions can be reached by comparing Eq. (12)

with non-actuator form Eq. (B5).
Conclusion 3 The influence of actuator on denominator

polynomial of HLS transfer functions is indicated by an extra

eD factor, which is only related to close loop stiffness of actu-
ator. It can be determined from the definition of eD that
eD fi 0 when running without actuator, because |ca(S)| is infi-
nite, and according to the definition of X(S), X(S) fi Gl. Then

HLS transfer function described by Eq. (13) is one without
actuator. After all, to reduce the effect of actuator on fre-
quency characteristics of HLS, it is required that

eD � 1 ð15Þ

Conclusion 4 The influence of actuator on the motion dis-
turbance term of numerator polynomial of HLS transfer func-
tions is indicated by an extra eD factor, which is related to both

load close loop stiffness and frequency response of actuator. It
can be determined from the definition of eN (Eq. (10)) that
eN fi 1 when running without actuator, because |ca(S)| is infi-
nite, hf = hr, that is Ga(S) = 1, and likewise X(S) fi Gl. Then
HLS transfer function described by Eq. (14) is one without
actuator.

Equations and derivations about the influence of actuator

on HLS in Section 4 are confirmed by the last two conclusions.
As to the simple model for HLS applied in this section, load

stiffness Gl is a generalized concept. To be more exact, it

should be interpreted as comprehensive mechanical stiffness
Gt of HLS, which is converted by the lumped-mass method.
Gt includes connection stiffness of actuator and HLS as well

as the stiffness of other mechanical elements of HLS, and it
can also be reflected by the maximal output torque of HLS.
With regard to the multiple stiffness model in Appendix A,

Gt is the combination of Gl, Gs and Gm, that is

1

Gt

¼ 1

Gl

þ 1

Gs

þ 1

Gm

: ð16Þ

Likewise, load inertia in the simple model is also a general-
ized lumped-inertia concept. It is actually the equivalent total

mechanical inertia of HLS, that is

Jt ¼ Jl þ Js þ Jm: ð17Þ

Thus, these two concepts of HLS, comprehensive mechan-
ical stiffness Gt and equivalent total mechanical inertia Jt, are

applied to the discussion below.
Observation of the determined Eq. (11) of eD leads to the

following important conclusions.
Conclusion 5 If the matching relationship between compre-

hensive mechanical stiffness Gt of a HLS and static load stiff-
ness |ca0| of an actuator is described as

Gt=jca0j 6 0:05 ð18Þ

then the influence of this actuator on the HLS is negligible and

this set of actuator and HLS are individually matched to each
other. In addition, if the maximal torque of actuator approxi-
mates to that of HLS, this actuator will be regarded as Stan-
dard Actuator of the HLS, and this HLS shall be regarded

as Standard HLS of the actuator.
In this case, frequency response of HLS with actuator

approximates to that in static locked-rotor status without actu-

ator. It means the close loop frequency response of HLS in sta-
tic locked-rotor status can represent the loading capability of
Standard Actuator. This frequency response of HLS in static
locked-rotor status can be compared with requirements to reg-

ulate the design.
Explanation for Conclusion 5When Gt is much less than |ca|,

namely Gt=jca0j 6 0:05, X(S) fi Gl. The oscillation element of

(JlS
2/Gl + BlS/Gl + 1) must be designed to be higher than

the required bandwidth xsm of HLS, so that
eD � Gl=jcaj 6 0:05, which satisfies eD � 1 as demanded in

Conclusion 3. Therefore eD has little influence on the open
loop transfer function of HLS, and the static locked-rotor sta-
tus can approximately represent this state with actuator. Then
the influence of this actuator on the HLS is negligible.

Actually because of the difficulty of dynamic stiffness mea-
surement, stiffness of actuator measured by manufacturers is
usually static load stiffness. Thus ca can be replaced by ca0
when compared with Gl, which leads to Eq. (18).

4. Simulation of matching principles of HLS with actuator

In order to simulate the influence of actuator on HLS firstly,
an HLS with its maximal torque 2300 NÆm is considered to
be the subject investigated, and all its parameters are shown

in Table 2 of Ref.1

A 1600 NÆm actuator with parameters in Table 3 of Ref.1

and a 40 NÆm actuator with parameters in Table 4 of Ref.1

are compared when each of them is connected with the
2300 NÆm HLS.

The 1600 NÆm actuator bandwidth is 24.7 Hz. The 40 NÆm
actuator bandwidth is 79.2 Hz.1

The simulation results of absolute value of actuator’s dy-
namic flexibility is shown in Fig. 2 as different actuators have



Fig. 2 Close loop and open loop magnitude frequency of

actuator dynamic flexibility1 (Kp and Ki are the parameters of

close loop PI controller of actuator).

Fig. 3 Comparison of open loop frequency response of HLS

with actuator and that without actuator.1

Fig. 4 Investigated subjects of matching relationship between

actuator and HLS.
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different close loop and open loop magnitude frequency char-
acteristics of jcaðSÞj. It is apparent that load stiffness of the

1600 NÆm actuator is higher.1

The static load close loop stiffness of 1600 NÆm actuator is
calculated to be �3.3623 · 106 NÆmÆrad�1 and stiffness of

40 NÆm actuator is �8.4057 · 104 NÆmÆrad�1.1
Fig. 3 shows the open loop frequency response of HLS from
spool displacement xvm ofHLS servo valve to outputMm of tor-
que sensor. The solid line represents the HLS response in static

locked-rotor mode when hf = 0, while the broken line repre-
sents the HLS response with 1600 NÆm actuator when hr = 0.1

Fig. 3 indicates that the actuator can influence the reso-

nance peak and reduce the speed of response due to the dy-
namic spring stiffness of actuator.1

Simulations in Ref.1 also compared the open loop and close

loop frequency response of HLS with different actuators to
reproduce the experimental phenomenon.

To be convenient for research of matching design, another
HLS under the maximal torque of 60 NÆm and peak velocity of

600 (�)Æs�1 is considered to be the subject investigated with
parameters shown in Table 1.

The two different actuators mentioned above are simulated

with these two types of HLS respectively, so that the matching
relationship of these three different matched pairs of actuators
and HLS shown in Fig. 4 can be investigated thoroughly: (1)

2300 NÆm HLS––1600 NÆm actuator; (2) 2300 NÆm HLS––
40 NÆm actuator and (3) 60 NÆm HLS––40 NÆm actuator.

The investigation of matched pair 60 NÆm HLS––1600 NÆm
actuator is meaningless so that it is abandoned.

Validation procedures of Conclusion 5 Comprehensive
mechanical stiffness Gt of each HLS can be obtained from
Eq. (16) as follows.

(1) For 2300 NÆm HLS
Gt ¼ 5:714� 104 ð19Þ

(2) For 60 NÆm HLS
Gt ¼ 1:143� 103 ð20Þ

The relationships between ca0 and Gt of these matched pairs
are concluded as follows based upon parameters of the two

actuators and two types of HLS, together with the two above
equations and the two above static load close loop stiffness of
two actuators.

(1) 2300 NÆm HLS––1600 NÆm actuator:
Gt=jca0j ¼ 5:714� 104=3:3623� 106 ¼ 0:01699

(2) 2300 NÆm HLS––40 NÆm actuator:
Gt=jca0j ¼ 5:714� 104=8:4057� 104 ¼ 0:6798

(3) 2300 NÆm HLS––40 NÆm actuator:
Gt=jca0j ¼ 1:143� 103=8:4057� 104 ¼ 0:01360

Apparently, Eq. (18) is satisfied with matched pairs
2300 NÆm HLS––1600 NÆm actuator and 60 NÆm HLS––
40 NÆm actuator, that is Gt=jca0j 6 0:05� 1, so that according

to Conclusion 5, the stiffness of actuator does not influence
frequency response of HLS seriously under both conditions.

But as to the matched pair 2300 NÆm HLS––40 NÆm actua-

tor, Gt/|ca0| reaches up to 0.6798, and eD approaches 1. In



Fig. 5 Comparison of simulation results of three matched pairs

of HLS and actuator.
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other words, the actuator has a strong impact on HLS with
great movement of its open loop poles affected by eD. The per-
formance of 2300 NÆm HLS, which has been well adjusted

without actuator before, is not guaranteed any more.
To testify the analysis above, the open loop frequency re-

sponse of HLS with actuator for each of these three matched

pairs is simulated. The simulation curves are shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5 indicates that change of the actuator from 1600 NÆm

to 40 NÆm with the HLS remaining 2300 NÆm leads to a
marked difference in open loop frequency response. The reso-

nance peak reduces sharply to nearly 50 Hz, and stability
phase margin drops badly.

After changing the HLS from 2300 NÆm to 60 NÆm with the

actuator remaining 40Nm, in open loop magnitude-frequency
curve, the resonant peak at 50 Hz disappears and gain is de-
creased in low-frequency range. The phase performance is also

much better because the rapid lag in the low-frequency range
below 40 Hz of phase frequency response also disappears
and stability phase margin increases.

These simulation results have verified Conclusion 5. Both

matching pairs 2300 NÆm HLS––1600 NÆm actuator and
60 NÆm HLS––40 NÆm actuator have desired performance; on
the other hand, 2300 NÆm HLS––40 NÆm actuator can bring

damage to the system.

5. Matching design of HLS with actuator

On the basis of the verified Conclusion 5, the following theo-
retical principles can be summarized to instruct the matching
design of actuator and HLS.

Conclusion 6: When pair up an HLS with a variety of actu-
ators, make sure that maximal output torque of these actua-
tors approximates to but not much less than this HLS, and

meets the requirements in Conclusion 5, or it must be replaced
by another suitable HLS.

It is recommended that the torque redundancy of HLS
should be appropriate, that is the torque of HLS should be

either the same with actuator or slightly larger. It is not correct
to cover a wide range of actuators in terms of the maximal
loading torque for an oversize HLS does not complement a
small actuator perfectly.

Explanation for Conclusion 6: Conclusion 5 helps to deter-

mine if an HLS matches an actuator. As a matter of fact,
the static stiffness of actuator |ca0| is already known, and the
comprehensive mechanical stiffness Gt is adjustable in design.

With a larger maximal output torque of HLS, the comprehen-
sive mechanical stiffness Gt will also be larger, which implies a
connection between the maximal output torque of HLS and

Eq. (18) which proves Conclusion 6.
When we use an oversize HLS to a small torque actuator,

the comprehensive mechanical stiffness Gt of HLS will de-
crease because of the thinner output shaft of actuator. The de-

crease of Gt compensates the stiffness degradation of actuator
to a certain extent according to Eq. (18), but the decrease of
the mechanical resonant frequency of HLS leads to a lower

bandwidth of the whole system. Thus, it is not advisable to
match a small torque actuator with an oversize HLS.

In traditional philosophy of HLS design, it is recommended

to increase the mechanical resonant frequency Xhl ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Gt=Jt

p
as much as possible, so that Gt is tried to increase as far as pos-
sible with the total inertia Jt fixed.

15 The mechanical resonant

frequency should be larger than the required bandwidth of
HLS with some relative margins. Based on lots of project expe-
riences in HLS design, the margins is needed to be at least 20%
to ensure the closed-loop system stability in expected band-

width, so that is

Xhl ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Gt=Jt

p
> 1:2Xmr ð21Þ

where, xmr = 2pfmr.
Solve the equation right above with Eq. (18) simulta-

neously, then there comes the result as

1:44X2
mrJt < Gt 6 0:05jca0j; ð22Þ

in another form, that is

5:76p2f2mrJt < Gt 6 0:05jca0j: ð23Þ

By analyzing Eqs. (22) and (23), the following conclusion can
be reached.

Conclusion 7: As for a specific actuator with bandwidth fa
(Hz) and inertia Jt, static stiffness |ca0| (NmÆrad�1), the
matched standard HLS must satisfy the following

performance.
Firstly, close loop bandwidth fmr of the HLS and fa of the

actuator must satisfy the following relationship:

fmr P 2fa: ð24Þ

Secondly, substitute Eq. (24) into Eq. (23), then the com-
prehensive mechanical stiffness Gt of this standard HLS ought
to satisfy the equation as follows.

23:04p2f2aJt < Gt 6 0:05jca0j: ð25Þ

The HLS designed by the rule shown as Eq. (25) must

match this actuator.
Thirdly, frequency response of the designed HLS in static

locked-rotor status can represent its characteristics with a real

actuator.
Explanation and verification for Conclusion 7 The purpose of

loading test is to inspect capability of actuator controller against
load torque fluctuation. The fluctuation of load torque can result

in changes of acceleration control loop of actuator. For hydraulic
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actuator, the load pressure of cylinder can rapidly respond to the
load fluctuation. Thus, HLS is required to reappear with the
influence to load pressure of actuator cylinder, so that the HLS

should have the same rapid frequency response as the accelera-
tion control loop of actuator at least. The bandwidth of internal
acceleration control loop of a normal position control actuator

must be larger than twice of the bandwidth of external position
control loop, as confirmed in Eq. (24).

To testify Eq. (25), the following numerical operations with

two kinds of actuator are performed.

(1) 1600 NÆm actuator

The bandwidth of the 1600 NÆm actuator is 24.7 Hz,1 so
according to its calculated stiffness ca0 = -3.3623 · 106

NÆmÆrad�1, the bandwidth of Standard HLS of this actuator

from Eq. (24) is

fmr P 2� 24:7 ¼ 49:4 Hz

From Eq. (25), there is

7:145� 104 < Gt 6 1:6815� 105:

The value of Gt of the 2300 NÆm HLS calculated in Eq. (19)

is 5.714 · 104 NÆmÆrad�1, which falls outside the range of
inequation above. The 1600 NÆm actuator will affect this
HLS a little bit, which dovetails with the simulation results
in Fig. 3. An adequate Standard HLS for 1600 NÆm actuator

should have a bandwidth larger than 49.4 Hz and meet the
stiffness condition above, so that comprehensive shaft stiffness
Gt of the 2300 NÆm HLS need to be enhanced.

(2) 40 N�m actuator

The bandwidth of the 40 Nm actuator is 79.2 Hz,1 so
according to its calculated stiffness ca0 = �8.4057 ·
104 NÆmÆrad�1, the bandwidth of Standard HLS of this actua-
tor from Eq. (24) is

fmr P 2� 79:2 ¼ 158:4Hz

From Eq. (25), there is

0:8558� 103 < Gt 6 4:203� 103

The value of Gt of the 60 NÆm HLS calculated in Eq. (20) is
1.143 · 104 NÆmÆrad�1, which falls within the range of inequa-

tion above. So the 60 NÆm HLS with parameters shown in Ta-
ble 1 is the Standard HLS for 40 NÆm actuator.

Supplement for Conclusion 7 Theoretically, comprehensive

mechanical stiffness Gt of HLS could be infinitely great by de-
signer, not to mention breaking the limit of 0.05|ca0|, and the
stiffness of this HLS can be ultrahigh. This theory is not in
contradiction with the theories in this paper, since it only indi-

cates that the actuator with stiffness |ca0| is not the Standard
Actuator for this HLS with ultrahigh stiffness. Moreover,
bandwidth of the HLS with this actuator will plummet even

if bandwidth of the HLS is larger than 300 Hz in static
locked-rotor status.

In other words, frequency response of HLS is limited by the

performance of actuator. It is inadvisable to increase Gt blindly
when the inertia is required to be fixed, because this will not
only lead to cost increase, but also break up the matching rela-
tionship between HLS and actuator. Actuator becomes the
major factor that influences system performance, so frequency
response of the actuator-HLS system can never reach the level

of that in static locked-rotor status.

6. Conclusions

Based on the phenomena which reveal the influence of actua-
tor on HLS, this paper intends to probe into the nature of
the influence. After analyzing and illustrating the influence

principles of actuator on HLS by stiffness, systematic investi-
gations into the matching problems about HLS with actuator
propose a set of principles which will contribute to the match-

ing design process. Several research conclusions are reached as
follows.

(1) Open loop frequency response of HLS is seriously
influenced by dynamic stiffness of actuator, so is the
stability of HLS. Dynamic stiffness is one of the
major factors that have effects on the ultimate perfor-

mance of the whole system, for the resonant frequency
formed by actuator stiffness is the lowest one of the
whole system.

(2) The open loop transfer function of HLS against stron-
ger motion disturbance is influenced by both dynamic
stiffness and frequency response of actuator. To

put it another way, the original surplus-force is
decided by the same two factors. The controller with
surplus-force eliminated must be adjusted after chang-
ing actuator.

(3) If the comprehensive mechanical stiffness of HLS is less
than 5% of the static stiffness of actuator, then the influ-
ence of actuator on HLS is negligible and they are indi-

vidually matched to each other. In addition, if the
maximal torque of actuator approximates to that of
HLS, this actuator will be regarded as Standard Actua-

tor of HLS, and this HLS shall be regarded as Standard
HLS of the actuator. Frequency response of HLS in sta-
tic locked-rotor status can be used to compare with the

requirement to regulate the design.
(4) When pair up a HLS with a variety of actuators, make

sure that the maximal output torque of these actuators
approximates to but not much less than this HLS, or

it must be replaced by another suitable HLS. It is recom-
mended that the torque redundancy of HLS should be
appropriate. It is not correct to cover a wide range of

actuators in terms of maximal loading torque for an
oversize HLS does not complement a small actuator
perfectly.

(5) As for a specific actuator, a matched HLS can be
designed based on the conclusions given by this paper.
Frequency response of the well-designed HLS in static
locked-rotor status can represent its characteristics with

a real actuator because it is easy to be measured.
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Appendix A. The precise multiple stiffness complex model of

HLS

Suppositions are made as Ref.19 based on the structure of HLS
shown in Fig. 1. The precise multiple stiffness complex model
of HLS is as follows:20

The model of flap load––L is

Glðhf � hlÞ ¼ JlS
2hl þ BlShl þ Gsðhl � hsÞ ðA1Þ

The model of HLS shaft––S is

Gsðhl � hsÞ ¼ JsS
2hs þ BsShs þ Gmðhs � hmÞ ðA2Þ

The model of hydraulic motor rotor––M of HLS is

DmPfm ¼ JmS
2hm þ BmShm � Gmðhs � hmÞ: ðA3Þ

The output of torque sensor can be used as the output of

the whole HLS system, because the position of torque sensor
is the point of aerodynamic torque loaded to the flap. In order
to ensure that the gain of HLS torque tracing channel is posi-
tive, the torque output of motor is chosen to be

Mm ¼ Gsðhs � hlÞ: ðA4Þ

The load flow of HLS can be calculated by

Qfm ¼ DmShm þ
Vm

4Ey

Spfm þ Cslmpfm: ðA5Þ

The linearized flow equation of HLS servo valve is

Qfm ¼ KQmxvm � Kcmpfm: ðA6Þ

Let Ktm = Kcm + Cslm, from Eqs. (A1), (A2), (A3), (A4),
(A5), (A6), the model of HLS in the form of Mm = fm(xvm,hm)
is described as

Mm ¼
DmKQm

Ktm

Js
Gm

S2 þ Bs

Gm
Sþ 1

� �
xvm �NmðSÞShm

Vm

4EyKtm
Sþ 1

ðA7Þ

where

NmðSÞ ¼
JsJmVm

4EyKtmGm

S4 þ JsJm
Gm

þ ðJsBm þ JmBsÞVm

4EyKtmGm

� �
S3

þ ðJsBm þ JmBsÞ
Gm

þ D2
mJs

KtmGm

þ ðJsGm þ JmGm þ BmBsÞVm

4EyKtmGm

� �
S2

þ BsBm

Gm

þ D2
mBs

KtmGm

þ ðBm þ BsÞVm

4EyKtm

þ ðJs þ JmÞ
� �

S

þ Bm þ Bs þ
D2

m

Ktm

� �
:

With Eq. (A4), Eq. (A2) is converted into

hm ¼ gmðhs;MmÞ ¼
Js
Gm

S2 þ Bs

Gm

Sþ 1

� �
hs þ

1

Gm

Mm ðA8Þ

The model of HLS in the form of Mm = fz(xvm,hs) can be
calculated as follows from Eq. (A7) and Eq. (A8),

Mm ¼
DmKQm

Ktm
xvm �NmðSÞ � Shs

DsðSÞ
ðA9Þ

where

DsðSÞ ¼
JmVm

4EyKtmGm

S3 þ Jm
Gm

þ BmVm

4EyKtmGm

� �
S2

þ Bm

Gm

þ D2
m

GmKtm

þ Vm

4EyKtm

� �
Sþ 1
Eq. (A4) is converted into

hs ¼ gsðhl;MmÞ ¼ hl þ
Mm

Gs

: ðA10Þ

The model of HLS in the form of Mm = fl(xvm,hl) can be
described as follows from Eq. (A9) and Eq. (A10).

Mm ¼
DmKQm

Ktm
xvm �NmðSÞShl

DlðSÞ
ðA11Þ

where

DlðsÞ ¼ DsðsÞ þ
NmðSÞ � S

Gs

With Eq. (A4), Eq. (A1) is converted into

hl ¼ glðhf;MmÞ ¼
hf þ 1

Gl
Mm

Jl
Gl
S2 þ Bl

Gl
Sþ 1

ðA12Þ

The model of HLS in the form of Mm = ff(xvm,hf) can be

described as follows from (A11)(A12).

Mm ¼
DmKQm

Ktm

Jl
Gl
S2 þ Bl

Gl
Sþ 1

� �
xvm �NmðSÞShf

DfðSÞ
ðA13Þ

where DfðSÞ ¼ Jl
Gl
S2 þ Bl

Gl
Sþ 1

� �
DlðSÞ þ NmðSÞ�S

Gl

Appendix B. The simple model of HLS

Based on the physical structure shown in Fig. B1, for the pur-
pose of simplifying the model of HLS, suppositions are made
as follows.18

The torsional stiffness of torque sensor is infinite; the angle
of hydraulic motor equals that of the load and the torque out-
put of motor equals the product of load pressure and radian
displacement.8

For the above-cited typical actuating system with huge fric-
tion load, its torsional stiffness of load is far less than that of
torque sensor, so the simplified model is precise enough to re-

flect the basic characteristics of HLS as follows:
The flow equation of servo valve is linearized into

Qfm ¼ KQmxvm � Kcmpfm ðB1Þ

The load flow continuity equation is described by

Qfm ¼ DmShm þ
Vm

4Ey

Spfm þ Cslmpfm ðB2Þ

The dynamic equation of hydraulic motor is described by

Dmpfm ¼ JlS
2hm þ BmShm þ Glðhm � hfÞ ðB3Þ

In order to ensure that the gain of loading system is posi-
tive, the torque output of motor is chosen to be

Mm ¼ Dmpfm ðB4Þ

Derived from Eqs. (B1), (B2), (B3), and (B4), the simple

model of HLS is
Mm ¼

DmKQm

Ktm

Jl
Gl

S2 þ Bm

Gl

Sþ 1

� �
xvm �

D2
m

Ktm

Shf

Vm

4EyKtm

Sþ 1

� �
Jl
Gl

S2 þ Bm

Gl

Sþ 1

� �
þ D2

m

KtmGl

S

ðB5Þ
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in another form,

Mm ¼

DmKQm

Ktm

Jl
Gl

S2 þ Bm

Gl

Sþ 1

� �
xvm �

D2
m

Ktm

Shf

JlVm

4EyKtmGl

S3 þ BmVm

4EyKtmGl

þ Jl
Gl

� �
S2 þ Bm

Gl

þ Vm

4EyKtm

þ D2
m

GlKtm

� �
Sþ 1

:

ðB6Þ
Table C1 Definition of notation.

Definition

At Piston area of actuator cylinder

Ba Viscous damping of actuator cylinder pi

Bl Effective viscous damping of flap load

Bm Viscous damping of HLS motor rotor

Bs Viscous damping of HLS shaft

Csla Leakage coefficient of actuator cylinder

Cslm Leakage coefficient of HLS hydraulic m

Dm Radian displacement of HLS motor

Ey Effective bulk modulus of hydraulic oil

fa Bandwidth of actuator

fmr Bandwidth of HLS

Gg fixing stiffness of actuator cylinder block

Gl Effective torsion stiffness of the flap load

Gm Connection torsion stiffness between HL

Gs Torsion stiffness of torque sensor

Gt Comprehensive mechanical stiffness of H

ia Driving current of actuator servo valve

im Driving current of HLS servo valve

Jl Effective inertia of flap load

Jm Rotor inertia of HLS hydraulic motor

Js Inertia of HLS Shaft

Jt Equivalent total mechanical inertia of H

Kca Whole factor of actuator servo valve of

Kcm Whole factor of HLS servo valve of flow

Kfa Feedback coefficient of angle

Kfm Feedback coefficient of torque

KQa Flow rate gain of actuator servo valve

KQm Flow rate gain of HLS servo valve

Ksa Spool position gain of actuator servo va

Ksm Spool position gain of HLS servo valve

Kvia Gain of actuator servo valve current am
Appendix C. Notation

The parameters, variables and conditions this article involves

are defined as follows: (see Table C1)
Unit

m2

ston NÆsÆm�1

NÆmÆsÆrad�1

NÆmÆsÆrad�1

NÆmÆsÆrad�1

m5ÆN�1Æs�1

otor m5ÆN�1Æs�1

m3Ærad�1

Pa

Hz

Hz

NÆm�1

NÆmÆrad�1

S shaft and hydraulic motor NÆmÆrad�1

NÆmÆrad�1

LS NÆmÆrad�1

A

A

kgÆm2

kgÆm2

kgÆm2

LS kgÆm2

flow rate to pressure m5ÆN�1Æs�1

rate to pressure m5ÆN�1Æs�1

VÆrad�1

VÆN�1Æm�1

m2Æs�1

m2Æs�1

lve mÆA�1

mÆA�1

plifier AÆV�1

(contined on next page)



Table C1 (continued)

Definition Unit

Kvim Gain of HLS servo valve current amplifier AÆV�1

Mm Output of torque sensor NÆm
Ml Variable disturbance load of actuator NÆm
Mr Torque reference signal of HLS NÆm
ma Moving element mass of actuator cylinder piston kg

mg Mass of actuator cylinder block kg

pfm Load pressure of HLS NÆm�2

Qfa Load flow rate of actuator m3Æs�1

Qfm Load flow rate of HLS m3Æs�1

R Length of actuator rocker m

Va Total oil volume of actuator cylinder, servo valve and pipes m3

Vm Total oil volume of HLS motor, servo valve and pipes m3

xva Spool displacement of actuator servo valve m

xvm Spool displacement of HLS servo valve m

Ya Displacement of actuator cylinder piston m

Yg Displacement of actuator cylinder block m

hf Angle output of actuator rad

hl Angle of flap load rad

hm Angle of HLS hydraulic motor rad

hr Angle reference of actuator rad

hs Angle of torque sensor input shaft rad

xsa First order natural frequency of actuator servo valve radÆs�1

xsm First order natural frequency of HLS servo valve radÆs�1

Ua Close loop dynamic flexibility of actuator angle control radÆN�1Æm�1

ca Close loop dynamic stiffness of actuator angle control radÆN�1Æm�1
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Appendix D. Definition

(1) The torque direction is defined as follows: When the sys-

tem moves forwards with a positive angle and at the
same time if the load torque is of a resistance, the torque
and the loading gradient are regarded to be positive.

(2) ‘‘Static locked-rotor status’’ means that the motion of

HLS shaft is restricted to make hf ¼ 0.
(3) In ‘‘self-calibration status’’, another ectype of that HLS

is running in angle control mode to simulate the real

aerocraft actuator, while the HLS is stiffly connected
to this dummy actuator. In other words, this status cor-
responds to test an actuator with the same maximal

torque.
(4) In ‘‘with real actuator’’ status, HLS is stiffly connected

with the actuator.
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